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i see a good many people using mac addresses as an attempt to give user accounts some unique identifier that hopefully will never change. this
is mostly because mac addresses are difficult to guess and don’t change. however, mac addresses do change, and usually at the link level. and
while you can always report someone’s mac to your local it department, you still have no idea what kind of encryption they are using. it is just as
easy to generate a new mac address as it is to generate a new password. when you want to assign a user to a specific group, it’s a good idea to
set the group’s groups_id to a uuid. this is because it’s a very easy thing for administrators to check on the fly if a user is indeed a member of a
specific group. concrete can now be used in concerts by live artists. concrete, with its wide range of expressive features, is one of the most used
and respected studio mixing tools. concrete is capable of reproducing an artists signature studio sound, without the need for expensive outboard
gear. version 12 adds the ability to load live audio straight into concrete, bringing it one step closer to a live production environment. a new
“add sample” function in the performer view of the standalone concrete version enables adding audio files to the project as add-on samples.
audio from the concrete project opens in ableton live, recreating the same recording as seen in concrete. to add audio files as samples, open the
samples view in the standalone version, select a concrete project and drag and drop audio from ableton live into the samples view.
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you can login to a remote linux server without entering password in 3 simple steps using ssky-keygen and ssh-copy-id as explained in this
article. ssh-keygen creates the public and private keys. ssh-copy-id copies the local-hosts public key to the remote-hosts authorized_keys file.
ssh-copy-id also assigns proper permission to the remote-hosts home, ~/.ssh, and ~/.ssh/authorized_keys. this article also explains 3 minor

annoyances of using ssh-copy-id and how to use ssh-copy-id along with ssh-agent. john the ripper is an open source password cracking tool. jtr's
windows binaries by default support password cracking using wordlists and word-mangling first and then use the incremental mode which brute

forces the hashes stored in the file if the wordlist method fails. however, jtr's pre-built versions support incremental mode up to 8 characters
only. to brute force longer passwords, you need to build your own jtr using the source code on their official website. in simple words, the reasons
you are not able to crack passwords - the reason for the use of a timeout is that the user may not always be available to enter the password, due

to various reasons such as, for example, travelling overseas, working at the client's place, or busy with other work. many of the above-
mentioned reasons are independent of one another, but they usually do not occur at the same time. when multiple independent reasons are

relevant, they are typically treated as a single reason. 5ec8ef588b
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